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a

Researchers’ own analyses calculated (or derived) based in part on (i) retail measurement/consumer data from
Nielsen Consumer LLC ("NielsenIQ"); (ii) media data from The Nielsen Company (US), LLC ("Nielsen"); and
(iii) marketing databases provided through the respective NielsenIQ and the Nielsen Datasets at the Kilts Center
for Marketing Data Center at The University of Chicago Booth School of Business.
The conclusions drawn from the NielsenIQ and Nielsen data are those of the researchers and do not reflect the
views of Nielsen. Nielsen is not responsible for, had no role in, and was not involved in analyzing and preparing
the results reported herein. 1 / 11



Motivation

Total US linear TV ad spending in 2019 was $66 billion

CPG brands invest millions of dollars every year in TV advertising

Our goal is to help firms:

• Evaluate ad campaign effectiveness
• Make good/better ad spend decisions
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What we do and why its novel

We estimate TV ad effects and ROIs for 288 CPG brands

Data-driven research: transparent and objective (no skin in the game)

We analyze a huge amount of data on brand sales and advertising

• Nielsen RMS, Homescan, and Ad Intel databases available to researchers via Kilts Center
for Marketing at the University of Chicago

• Store-level data not generally available to industry

Products not cherry-picked -> results generalizable

• Specify brand selection criterion upfront
• Report all results, regardless of sign, size or significance
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Methods: Model structure

For each brand, we estimate the effect of TV ads on sales using a log-log regression:

log(Qst) = βT log(1 +Ad(s)t) +αT log(pst) + εst

Ad(s)t =
t∑

τ=t−L
δt−τad(s)τ

Important aspects of our method to point out:

• we include controls for trends, seasonality, and store effects
• we account for competitor effects
• we allow for ad effects that last up to a year (not restrictive)
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Methods: Advertising carryover

We find that measureable ad effects dissipate within a year
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Methods: Obtaining causal estimates

Goal: Estimate the causal lift in sales attributable to advertising

Challenge: Brands advertise more during periods of naturally higher demand

Strategy: Isolate variation in advertising that is akin to a randomized experiment
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Methods: Robustness

Our results are robust across a huge number of model variations!

• State-of-the-art, flexible machine-learning estimation techniques

• Analyzing GRPs or occurences

• Controlling for merchandising: feature mailers and in store displays

Interactive results: https://advertising-effects.chicagobooth.edu
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Results: Ad effectiveness

The effect of advertising on sales is smaller than previously believed

Median brand: ad elasticity of 0.014
• A 10% increase in TV advertising yields a 0.14% increase in sales
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Results: Ad profitability

Over-investment results in negative ROI for majority of brands

• 88% of brands get a negative ROI from advertising in a given week
• For 34% of brands, the observed level of advertising is more profitable than not advertising
at all

Doesn’t mean all advertising is worthless!

• Decreasing returns to more advertising
• Advertising less may indeed be profitable

Highlights importance of advertising optimization
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Many open questions - we’d love to collaborate!

1 Work towards optimization of ad schedules
• Especially promising with addressable advertising

2 Effect of going dark

3 Measure ad effectiveness for non-CPG products and new products

4 Can better data improve our ability to measure ad effects?
• Matched household-level panel with TV ad exposures and purchases

5 Can experimentation bring more transparency and accountability in TV advertising?
• Gold standard in online advertising
• Technology used to exist for TV but no longer does

6 Incorporate manager priors in analysis of ad effectiveness
• Anonymized survey of ad teams at different companies
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Thanks!
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